Professional Development Committee (Agenda)
December 5, 2019
Minutes:
In attendance: Lesley D, Tenaya W, Leslie M, Jacquelyn H, Shealyn M, Kylie C, Maria A, and David P





PD National Conference Attendance (Update)
PD Framework and future PD
August 27th, 2020 / October 9th 2020

1. Regional Conference Attendance
David reported feedback from the recent admin meeting in which it was determined that an
official addendum was not needed at this time. The current schedule still allows for the
possibility of regional state / regional conference attendance (as long as it falls within the
appropriate budget and aligns to district goals).

2. PD Framework Update
The committee reviewed the McCall-Donnelly School District Professional Development
framework from 2017-2020 (displayed on the screen). David discussed that a goal for this year
is to update the framework going into the 2020-2021 school year. At the last meeting, each
committee member was asked to return to their building to seek feedback / input on the
framework. At future PD meetings one building will report back in order to update the
framework. Tenaya W. shared individual staff feedback from BRMES, which included
suggestions on best practices when it comes to use of technology / screen time for elementary
students, continuing to support teacher participation in the Idaho Core program, and support
teacher to attendance to national conferences. At the next PD meeting (February 2020) the
middle school members will report to the committee.

3. August 27th TTD (Wayne Callender)
a. For consideration: (Into Reading, Science, Technology) / October 9th?
The team was informed that the district has booked Wayne Callender for the August 27, 2020
TTD. We reviewed the proposed agenda that includes an all-district in-service in the morning
and then an afternoon session that is designed for the district’s RTI leadership team. The
committee discussed what alternatives should be offered in the afternoon. Kylie suggested

offering breakout sessions with a similar theme (ie differentiation) that could also serve as
follow up training for August 2019 session. Other ideas included bringing local mental health
experts / counselors to present on recent trends in regards to vaping and social-emotional wellbeing. The elementary representatives (Lesley and Tenaya) believed that the training for the
new science program could be scheduled on the afternoon of the 27th.

Upcoming Trainings
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

January 17th Into Reading Coaching (DES / BMES)
NNU Behavior PLC (Special Education)
March 13th Into Reading Coaching (DES / BMES)
May 15th Into Reading Coaching (DES / BMES)
August 27th TTD
October 9th TTD

